The fractal two-level finite element method is extended to the free vibration behavior of cracked beams for various end boundary conditions. A cracked beam is separated into its singular and regular regions. Within the singular region, infinite number of finite elements are virturally generated by fractal geometry to model the singular behavior of the crack tip. The corresponding numerous degrees of freedom are reduced to a small set of generalized displacements by fractal transformation technique. The solution time and computer storage can be remarkably reduced without sacrifying accuracy. The resonant frequencies and mode shapes computed compared well with the results from a commercial program.
Introduction
In many structures such as plates and beams, cracks may be developed as a results of corrosion or cyclic loading. It is well known that cracks in a structure may introduce considerable change in its natural frequencies and mode shapes. Dynamic analyses of cracked structures are important in order to detect cracks in the structures (Davies and Mayes [6] and Hu and Liang [5] ). Several approaches have been used to analyse vibration of cracked structures. Examples are the line-spring model by Miyazaki [7] , Dimarogonas' crack model [3] and infinitely small element method by Go and Lin [4] . In dynamic analysis, Davies and Mayes [2] have suggested that a relatively small crack can generally be regarded as a slot in the structure. Therefore it is often sufficient to neglect the crack closure effect for small crack depth ratios and it has been adopted by many researchers such as Dimarogonas and Papadopoulos [3] and Go and Lin [4] . It will be shown in this paper that both the resonant frequencies and the mode shapes of cracked beams are not sensitive to small crack-depth ratios. Therefore, crack detection methods based on change of modes may not work for small crack-depth ratios.
The fractal two-level finite element method developed by Leung and Su [9] (F2LFEM) will be extended to determine the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of two-dimensional cracked structures. In F2LFEM, we suggest that while the local interpolating shape functions within a finite element reduce the infinite number of degrees of freedom of a continuum to a finite number of degrees of freedom associated with the nodal displacements, global interpolating functions for the nodal displacements can also reduce the number of unknowns significantly. In order to avoid the troublesome mesh refinement around the crack tip and retain the advantage of agility of conventional finite element method, a cracked structure is separated into its singular (enclosing the crack) and regular regions. Within the singular region, infinite number of finite elements are virturally generated by fractal geometry to model the singular behavior of the crack tip. The corresponding numerous nodal displacements are reduced to a small set of generalized displacements by fractal transformation technique. The regular region is modeled by conventional finite elements. By this approach, the computer storage and the solution time for the eigenvalue problems can be effectively reduced. Accuracy in the stress intensities is increased as the round off errors are minimized with respect to the greatly reduced number of unknowns. Examples of cracked beams are given to demonstrate the efficiency of the present method. The results are in close agreement with those obtained from the commerical finite element package COS-MOS/M but the present method requires only 10% of the computing memory.
Stiffness and mass matrices for similar 2D finite elements
The conventional isoparametric finite element method (Zienkiewicz and Taylor [12] ) suggests the following interpolation for the coordinates {x} and the displacements {u}
where [N (ξ, η)] are the shape functions in terms of natural coordinates (ξ, η), {X} are the nodal coordinates and {d} are the nodal displacements. By the variational method (Zienkiewicz and Taylor [12] ), the dynamic equilibrium equation for free vibration of the assembled structure can be written symbolically as,
in which [K] is the global stiffness matrix, [M ] is the global mass matrix, {D} are the amplitudes of nodal displacements of vibration and ω is the natural frequency. Considering two sets of elements denoted by 1 and 2, which are similar in shape but the length dimensions are different in ratio α (= 1/2, say), the coordinates for the second set of elements can be expressed as {X Leung and Su [10] have shown that the stiffness matrices of elements set 1 are exactly similar to those of elements set 2. Therefore we have
whereas the mass matrices for element 2 can be related with those for element 1 by the following relationship,
Equations (3) and (4) will be used for similar substructures later.
Global interpolation function
Williams [11] used the eigenfunction method to derive the expressions of the displacements at the crack tip for 2D plane crack. The resulting displacement series are listed here:
in which (r, θ) is the system of polar coordinates originating form crack tip, µ is the shear modulus, ν is the Poisson's ratio and κ is equal to 3 − ν for plane strain and (3 − ν)/(1 + ν) for plane stress problems. The coefficients a m can be determined after imposing the loading and boundary conditions. It should be noted that a 1 and a 2 provide the necessary rigid body translations for the fractal mesh, and the terms a 3 and a 4 correspond to the singular stress terms representing the singular behavior at the crack tip.
The fractal two-level finite element method
Equation (5) shows that the displacements near the crack tip do not vary arbitrarily but follow certain displacement patterns which automatically satisfy the boundary conditions at crack surface. These displacement patterns are good global interpolating functions for F2LFEM to interpolate the nodal displacements near the crack tip. By this approach, the number of degrees of freedom is greatly reduced and computing efforts to solve the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (2) are remarkably simplified.
The nodal displacements {d} (6) where [T ] is the transformation matrix that can be determined by Eq. (5).
Fractal transformation
The concept of self-similarity in fractal geometry is employed to generate infinite layers of finite element meshes around the crack tip (Fig. 1) . The infinite number of nodal displacements around the crack tip are transformed to a finite number (equal to 20 in the present case) of generalized displacements {a} by using the fractal transformation technique. The technique can be explained by considering the transformation of the outermost layer of fractal mesh and the inner layers of fractal mesh sequentially.
For the outermost (first) layer of mesh, let the amplitudes of displacements on the boundary Γ of the master nodes be {u m } and those within the boundary Γ of the slave nodes be {u s }. To carry out the transformation, the stiffness matrix and mass matrix in Eq. (2) are first partitioned with respect to s and m, such that,
where the superscript 'f' denotes the first layer of fractal mesh. Since only the displacements at the slave nodes are transformed, second level (global) interpolation of displacements are written as, in which [I] is the identity matrix. After performing the transformation, we have
For the inner layers of fractal mesh, each element stiffness matrix within the first layer of D would be transformed and assembled to form the generalized stiffness matrix. Considering the transformation of the l-th layer of inner elements, the transformation matrix of the l-th layer of mesh can be related with the first layer by,
and
where {T 
By substituting Eqs (3), (4) and (10) into Eqs (12) and (13), we get
where
Finally, to determine the generalized global stiffness and mass matrices, we super-impose k l ij and m l ij from layer 2 to the infinite layer. It is a geometrical progression series and subsequently the transformation of infinite number of elements at the inner layers can be readily obtained,
in which R nm = α (n+m−2)/2 and S nm = α (n+m+2)/2 . Using the Eqs (7), (17) and (18) the global generalized stiffness and mass matrices can be effectively evaluated. The resulting eigenvalue and eigenvector problems can be solved efficiently by subspaces iteration (Cheung and Leung [1] ). Fig. 2 . The material properties are Young's modulus E = 208.6 GPa, mass density ρ = 7.833 Mg/m 3 and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. A crack is located at L/3 from the left end of beam and the relative crack depth a/h is ranged from 0.1 to 0.6 in which a is the crack length and h is the depth of beam. Different displacement boundary conditions are studied. In the sequel the letters S, C and F stand for simply, clamped and freely supported conditions, respectively. For example SC will mean a beam simply-supported at the left side and clamped at the right side.
Numerical examples
The mesh configurations for crack depth ratio of a/h = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3 . The 9-node Lagrangian elements are employed to model the cracked beam. The results of resonant frequencies of the beam for varying crack depth are listed in Table 1 . The results of the present study are compared with those from the finite element computer program COS-MOS/M. Present analysis uses about 70 finite ele- ments as opposed to 640 in COSMOS/M. The results appear to be in close agreement. The resonant frequencies obtained by the COSMOS/M are in general smaller. It may be due to the fact that COSMOS/M use the reduced integration scheme (Zienkiewicz and Taylor [12] ) while the present analysis apply full integration scheme. According to Table 1 , for crack depth ratios a/h = 0.2 and 0.6, the reduction of resonant frequencies is usually less than 2.0% and 20.0%, respectively. This implies that the resonant frequencies are not sensitive to the small crack-depth ratios. It can be explained by the fact that the resonant frequencies are the global parameters while cracking is a local effect. Small cracks (a/h < 0.2) affect only the local stress and displacement distributions of vibration beams. And, it has only a small variation in the inertia energy and kinetic energy. The meshes are shown in Fig. 3 .
Some of the information about the computing time, degrees of freedom and required storage are tabulated in Table 2 . It is observed that the computing time and memory required for the present method are only about 2/5 and 1/10 of those for COSMOS/M, respectively.
The mode shapes for selected displacement boundary conditions CF and SS are plotted in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. It is found that all the vibration modes of the cracked beams with small cracks (a/h < 0.2) are very close to those of corresponding perfect beams. This suggests that the mode shapes of the perfect beams can be a good approximation for the small cracked beams. Moreover, using this approximation for the mode shapes of CC beam, the vibration problems for large scale cracked frame can be studied by using dynamic substructuring method (Leung [8, 9] ). Finally, it is observed that the "peak" of the vibration modes which is nearest to the crack shift toward the crack with increasing crack-depth ratio. This effect is understandable when considering the vibration behavior of two beam segments connected in series by a hinge and a spring.
In all examples, we used 20 generalised displacements. In fact, the results are not sensitive to the number of generalised displacements taken as shown in Leung and Su [10] . 
Conclusion
The F2LFEM is extended to study the free vibration behavior of the cracked beams. Resonant frequencies and mode shapes for beams with various crack depth ratios and displacement boundaries are determined. The present results compare well with those obtained by COSMOS/M. The computing memory and solution time for solving the eigenvalue problems are remarkably reduced by the fractal transformation technique. It is found that both the reso- nant frequencies and mode shapes are not sensitive to small crack-depth ratios (a/h < 0.2). Therefore frequency monitoring by itself is not sufficient to detect a small crack initiating along a beams. Finally, the present method can be directly applied to analyze free vibration of multi-cracked beams and other twodimensional cracks problems without any difficulty. By combining with dynamic substructuring method, the vibration problem for large scale cracked frame can also be addressed.
